
Responding to a Sudden Cardiac Arrest Emergency 

If not treated, sudden cardiac arrest wiU cause death. It is important to remember to immediately 

call for help and activate your emergency response system. 

Wnen yc.JJ. a~ ~.a ~ii211rr:,;ti:-'1..r., vr,Ii°~&> iM5w.tr.:tiaras; l{!lli!ilITTcrtsj\ 01::m,..:""de ~l!.i'r~ ~? 
instructions for responding to a patient in cardiac arrest. For a comp~e~e tist of voice instructions. 

see Voice Prompts. 

Basic Steps for Using the LIFEPAK CR2 Defibrillator 

Responding to a cardiac emergency using the defib!illator involves these basic steps. 

1 Tap the patlent"s shoulder ano shout. A person in 
':Ecdf<£erra:t. 'mlr c:t...~ ,:a~ 

2 Otredlt wr-i!n:"...zw.~ ey iis'3-~ "~ m ma aa::c-: $ 

mourn and 1ookmg for cnest movement. 
le MS <f~'!aor on.:y if me pafu:flt '5 not ~'.XlO, ... g. 
and not breathing or only gasping. If in doubt. use the 
cf€~. 

3 Place the defibrillator near the patient and on the sice 
l"'iai\t ro y~u. Open tt,o \';ti' ro tui'li or. 'Ir~ d'-anon"iramr. Tr: 
defibrillator will guide you through the appropriate steos. 

ft"ote: ifffl'e defibTI11ator d'o~s not tum on or the lid is 
missing, press the ON/OFF button. 

4 Remove al! clothing, iru:ludillg uru!e1gannents. from the 
patient's chest. If the chest is excessively hairy and a 
razor is readily available, quickly shave the hair in the 
area where you will place the electrode pads. If the 
chest is dirty or wet, wipe the chest clean and'dry. If 
~ .a:re msj:cme patches on the pa1ient's chest, 
remove them. 
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Chapter 41 Using the Defibrillator 

5 If the defibrillator is a dual-language model, a voice 
prompt occurs at this time in the secondary language. 
This voice prompt instructs you to press the LANGUAGE 
button to switch to the secondary language (if desired). 

6 If the patient is a child less than 8 years old or who 
weighs less than 25 kg (55 lb), press the CHILD MODE 
button to enter Child mode. To switch back to Adult 
·mode, press the CHILD MODE button again. 

Note: In Japan, Child mode is recommended for 
children less than 6 years old. 

7 Pull the red handle to reveal the electrode pads. 

8 Pull the loops on the electrode pads to peel the pads 
from the tray. 

9 Apply the pads to the patient's bare chest exactly as 
shown in the pictures on the pads. If possible, avoid 
placing the pads over broken skin. Be sure to press 
firmly so that the pads completely adhere to the 
patient's chest. 

Note: -Be sure you do not place the electrode pads over 
an implanted device such as implanted pacemaker or 
ICO. Ar, mclcatlon of an implant is a protrusion in the 
chest skin and a scar. If you are in doubt, apply tlie pads 
as shown in the pictures. 

Note: Ensure tne 13ads are at least 2.5 cm (1 in) apart. If 
the patient's chest is too small, place the pads on the 
chest and back as shown in the child pictures on the 
pads. 
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Responding to a Sudden Cardiac Arrest Emergency 

10 Listen to the voice prompts and do not touch the patient 
unless instructed to do so. 

11 If the defibrillator heart rhythm analysis determines that a 
shock is needed you will hear EVERYONE CLEAR, 
followed by one of these two options. 

• If you have a semi-automatic model, you will hear 
PRESS FLASHING BUTTON. Press the flashing 
SHOCK button to deliver a shock. 

• If you have a fully automatic model, you will hear 
DO NOT TOUCH PATIENT followed by 
DELIVERING SHOCK. The defibrillator will 
automatically deliver a shock without requiring 
further action. 

i 2 Do not touch the patient while a shock is being 
delivered. 
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compressions. The defibrillator will provide instructions 
for hand placement during chest compressions, and 
'tocks' at the correct compression rate. You may also be 
instructed to provide rescue breaths, depending on the 
settings for the defibrillator. 

Note: Do not remove the electrode pads from the 
patient's chest during chest compressions. 

14 Continue to follow the voice prompts and provide chest 
compressions when instructed until one of the following 
occurs: 

• The patient begins breathing regularly or moving 

• Emergency medical personnel arrive and tell you 
to stop. 

Do not remove the pads or disconnect them from the 
defibrillator unless emergency medical personnel 
instruct you to do so. 
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Chapter 4 I Using the Defibrillator 

Special Instructions for Use on Young Children 

If the patient is a young child, place the electrode pads on the chest and back, as shown below. 
The pads must be placed so they are not touching each other. Illustrations showing this 
placement are also provided on the pads for quick reference during use. 

What to Do After Emergency Medical Personnel Arrive 

When emergency medical personnel arrive, continue performing CPR until they tell you to stop. 
Tell them what actions you have taken, how long the patient has been unconscious, if you 
delivered shocks, and the number of shocks delivered. 

Do not worry if you cannot recall precisely what happened. Your defibrillator records heart 
rhythms, shocks, and other data that can be transferred to medical professionals during the 
event or at a later time. Contact your local Physio-Control representative or local authorized 
distributor for assistance with data transfer. 

Emergency medical personnel may be able to disconnect the electrode pads from the 
defibrillator and reconnect them to another defibrillator that has a compatible cable. To 
di~~~n_n~~t th~ ~l~~!r~-~~ f?ad~. pull the elecJ.rqde cable str,aight out from the defibrillator and 
close the lid to tum off the defibrillator. 

What to Do After Using Your Defibrillator 

After you use your defibrillator to respond to a cardiac arrest, complete the following tasks. 

1 . If the defibrillator is turned on, pFess and hold H'le ON/OFF butten for approximately 
3 seconds to turn it off. 

?.. Ce:.:~ 1"::?,~:!twir.-~•,t" ~~.r.~.:..!l."!i-$~~ ~~o ;tr> "ti~ i n:!J.U!."~ ·p: ::,,:;~sd b C~sr,,i:19 
the Defibrillator (on page 84). Use only the cleaning agents listed. 

3. The QUIK-STEP electrode tray must be replaced after it is opened, even if the electrodes 
were not used. If you do not have a spare electrode tray, contact your Physio-Control 
representative or local authorized distributor to order a new electrode tray. 

4. vVnernne new e1ectroae uay arrives, 1nsrn·1r 1t accora1ng to the instructions provided in 
Replacing the Electrodes (on page 81 ). 

5. Close the lid and verify that the Readiness indicator flashes every e seconds. 

Note: If the Readiness indicator does not flash. open the lid. When the voice prompts start. 
'fi"~~ 'ET.JG lh!r:k;i\.·e .1..:11~~~ !:"rrj t)RI'!• ~~ib f.i,.,ir::--~!.i.t~J1.E!.'·tr ? ' ;,e,:~~ 
2 seconds, until you hear DEVICE READY or DEVICE NOT READY. The defibrillator will provide 
voice prompts to help you determine what is wrong. See Caring for the Defibrillator (on page 
77) for more information. 

6. Dispose of the used electrode tray accordjng to the instructions provided in Recycling 
,,Y'-'~r~1:iin tn:, \ ,m~::-~f:.1. 
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